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Summary 
In this master thesis a flexible manufacturing system for a PTC machine hall has been 
modelled and simulated using RobCad. This system includes several equipments and 
machines which have been modelled and arranged to come up with three possible layouts.  
 
The machine hall in UW will be moved to a new place in Innovatum (a research area in 
Trollhättan). The machines were chosen from the existing machine hall according to UW 
requirements in order not to buy new machines because of economic reasons. The number 
of cells was also set by UW. The machines and equipments that will be moved are; two 
CNC machines, three ABB robots, a 4-axis gantry robot which transport the materials 
between the cells and a conveyor or a flex link which has been proposed in this project for 
the loading/unloading station use. 
 
The purposes of moving the machine hall to Innovatum are:  
- More people will be able to use the machine hall (i.e. UW, other schools and 
costumers from other companies for training purposes). 

-  The environment will be more available to do more production operations using 
the robots and machines. 

-  It will be a good opportunity to develop the programs and software, for that will 
let UW be able to hire a whole automation package to the costumers.  

- Students will be nearby to the industries’ environment and may have more contact 
with different companies. 

- Since the new machine hall will attract costumers it will gain incomes to UW. 
 
Three layouts have been proposed in this thesis work, and these layouts fulfil all or most of 
the requirements of the costumers and users.  
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Appendices 

A. Modelled Equipment 
1. Controller of IRB-1400 ABB robot 
2. Controller of IRB-1500 ABB robot 
3. Controller of IRB-2400 ABB robot 
4. CNC lathe machine, Storebro STM 2000 with Seimens 820T (PLC). 
5. CNC tooling model VMC-650 manufactured by JOHNFORD with TNC-410 

controller. 
6. Gantry (4-axis robot) 
7. Conveyor 
8. Track for IRB-1400 ABB robot 
9. Track for IRB-1500 ABB robot 
10. Track for IRB-2400 ABB robot 
11. Track for Gantry robot 
12. Computer 
13. Stool 

 
 

B. The materials testing machine 

C. Layouts of Cells 
1. Layout of cell 1 
2. Layout of cell 2 
3. Layout of cell 3 
 

D. Layouts of FMS 
1. Layout 1 
2. Layout 2 
3. Layout 3 
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List of symbols 
 
UW  University West 
PTC Production Technique Centrum 
CAR Computer Aided Robotics 
FMC  Flexible Manufacturing Cell 
FMS  Flexible Manufacturing System 
PN Petri Net 
AGV Automated Guided Vehicle 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CNC Computer Numerical Control 
CNC 1 CNC lathe machine, Storebro STM 2000  
CNC 2 CNC tooling model VMC-650 manufactured by JOHNFORD  
CNC 3 A CNC machine that will be installed by a company 
SFC Sequential Function Charts 
SOP Sequence Of oPeration 
TDL Task Description Language 
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1 Introduction 
Flexible manufacturing cells (FMC) consist of equipment grouped together to form 
production unit, an example of a FMC might be one or two CNC machines, a robot 
and a PC to control the cells. While flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) consist of a 
number of robots, CNC machines, conveyers, automatic material handling devices, all 
integrated into one system under computer control. The layout of a manufacturing 
system depends on the number of the equipment to be used, the materials to be 
manufactured and the size of the machine hall or workstations.  
 
Also a machine hall may consist of a number of cells which in its role consist of 
several devices and equipment.  There could be also loading and unloading stations in 
a cell or workstation. In most industries, flexible manufacturing systems are to be 
used to reduce the cost, handling material and to improve the materials and quality. In 
practice, manual labour, fixed automation, and flexible automation are often 
combined in modern manufacturing systems in order to take advantage of cost and 
reliability trade-offs [1]. 
 

1.1 Background 

The design and implementation of flexible manufacturing systems require the 
planning of task requirements to meet standards of reliability, cost, and throughput 
over a family of materials. Tools for computer-aided engineering of manufacturing 
systems utilize automated planning and representation methods to enhance the 
capability of engineers to design better systems [1]. 
The existing machine hall at UW will be moved to a new PTC work shop at 
Innovatum. In this project a group of equipments and machines which have been 
chosen by UW to be moved to the new machine hall in order to build them as a 
production unit and different flexible cells so they can be used for education purposes 
by UW students. UW may expand the users of the machine hall so more people will 
be able to use it from different education levels. UW will catch the attention of 
costumers; schools, large and small companies. 
UW west decided to use a group of machines and equipments from the existing 
machine hall because of the high cost of the new machines and even there are already 
some new machines in the machine hall that can be used for several years. 
To be able to create a simulation, all the machines and equipments need to be 
modelled except ABB robots.  
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1.2 Aim 

The aims of this project are: 
1. To design and model all equipments and machines that are to be moved down 
to the new PTC work shop at Innovatum using RobCad. 

2. Suggest and model 3 possible layouts of the new work shop that fulfil the 
requirements of UW in order to attract costumers to use the new machine 
hall. 

3. Select the most appropriate layout. 
4. Simulate the robots and equipments which are modelled in the work shop 
using the selected layout.  

 

1.3 Prerequisite 

Because of lack of time there was only time to model up the existing machines and 
equipments in the machine hall and trying to approach a proper layout. There were 
some guidelines and boundaries to limit the upcoming layout.  
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2 Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) 
Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is perhaps the most important manufacturing 
concept since the assembly line came into use at the beginning of the previous century 
[2].  
 
FMS is a flexible collection of communicating groups of modular, automated material 
handling devices and numerically controlled interchangeable machine tools, all 
connected by flexible communication links and material-handling systems and 
integrated by a hierarchical network of computers. These devices and tools can 
simultaneously process medium-sized volumes of various part types. FMS have been 
used to improve quality, productivity, use of capital, and responsiveness, and to 
reduce material handling, labor costs, and inventory [3].  
 
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) represent a challenge because phenomena and 
characteristics of FMS may not always be easily comprehended. Their dependence on 
the FMS layout, task related or time-related interactions among FMS system agents, 
superimposed high-level control strategy and sometimes unpredictable status of low-
level control system elements (sensors and actuators) makes FMS analysis and design 
rather non-intuitive and difficult to visualize [4].  
 
The usage of virtual reality models has made a significant advance in visualization of 
complex physical systems. Due to the close relation of virtual reality models with 
dynamic characteristics of the modelled objects, virtual reality modelling has enabled 
visualization and supervision of complex systems in the most effective way [4]. 
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3 Petri Nets (PN) 
A Petri net (PN) is a directed bipartite graph which has two types of node called 
places and transitions (figure 1). Directed arcs join some places to some transitions, or 
some transitions to some places. A directed arc never joins a place to place or 
transition to a transition.  
Places represented by circles, while transitions represented by rectangles or bars. Each 
place may contain one or several tokens represented by dots. Those tokens allow the 
designer to model the dynamics of the system [5]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 A Petri net [5] 
 
 
P (P1, P2, … Pn) is a finite set of places. 
T (t1, t2,… tn) is a finite set of transitions. 
 
Coloured PNs are also used to model manufacturing systems; it uses tokens of 
different colours. Different types of firing are associated with each transition. Figure 2 
represents a flow shop which manufactures two types of product [5].  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2 A flow-shops which manufacture two types of product [5] 
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Petri nets, as graphical and mathematical tools, provide a uniform environment for 
modelling, formal analysis, and design of discrete event systems. One of the major 
advantages of using Petri net models is that the same model is used for the analysis of 
behavioural properties and performance evaluation, as well as for systematic 
construction of discrete event simulators and controllers.  
 
Their further development was facilitated by the fact that Petri nets can be used to 
model properties such as process synchronization, asynchronous events, concurrent 
operations, and conflicts or resource sharing. These properties characterize discrete-
event systems whose examples include industrial automated systems, communication 
systems, and computer-based systems.  
 
Petri nets as graphical tools provide a powerful communication medium between the 
user, typically requirements engineer, and the customer. Complex requirements 
specifications, instead of using ambiguous textual descriptions or mathematical 
notations difficult to understand by the customer, can be represented graphically 
using Petri nets. 
 
As a mathematical tool, a Petri net model can be described by a set of linear algebraic 
equations, or other mathematical models reflecting the behaviour of the system. This 
opens a possibility for the formal analysis of the model [6]. 
 
Petri Nets was not used in this project, for PN is more used with control modelling of 
manufacturing systems and this project concentrated on modelling of equipments and 
machines, and coming up with possible layouts. Yet, it was presented as background 
information since most of the research work in this area today is based on PN and [5], 
[6] present more information about PN. 
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4 Costumers and Requirements 
The new machine hall will be build and installed in Innovatum, which is a research 
area in Trollhättan, so that it will be more considered as a production unit in an 
industry. In other words, the environment of the new machine hall will be similar to 
the environment of industries. 
UW will try to catch the attention of costumers in order to let more people use the 
machine hall and get more income to the university and that will give an opportunity 
to develop the machine hall it self in the future.  

4.1 List of Users and costumers: 

• UW students 
First of all UW students are going to use the new machine hall. In addition to that 
UW can get contacts with other universities or high schools to catch their attention 
and may attract them to use it. Following group of students are going to use the 
machine hall most: 

1. Master program in robotics. 
2. Automation course. 
3. PLC programming course. 
4. Mechanical engineering course. 

 
• Gymnasium Schools 
Gymnasium schools in Trollhättan and the nearby cities such as Uddevalla and 
Vänersborg to catch their attention to use the new machine hall. 
• Primary Schools 
• Large companies such as Volvo and Saab 
• Small companies 
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4.2 List of requirements 

Studying the requirements of the users and costumers is significant to come up with a 
possible layout for the new machine hall in order to fulfil all the requirements of the 
users and costumers. In other words, the machines and equipments must be arranged 
in the new machine hall and get a possible layout in order to catch the attention of the 
costumers. 
During this project some requirements have been studied according to this table: 

Requirements 
 

Program 

Robot 

Cell with 
a robot 
& CNC 

CNC 
machine 

PLC 

Loading/
unloadin
g station 

Material 
testing 

machine 

Master program 
in Robotics X X  X   

Automation 
course  X  X X  

PLC course    X X  
Mechanical 
Engineering 
program 

  X   X 

Gymnasium 
schools X X X X X X 

Primary schools 
(low level) X X X X X X 

Companies X X X X X X  
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4.2.1 Requirements of master program in robotics 

The students of this course use only robots, therefore they need about one or two 
robots to do their laboratories. With the new environment of the new machine hall 
they can make more tasks such as welding. Also the trainers of this program work at 
Innovatum, therefore the contact between the students and the trainers will be easier.  
 

4.2.2 Requirements of Automation course 

The students of automation courses need at least two similar cells to do their 
laboratories. The cells must consist of a robot, CNC machine and a PLC to control 
the cell. They also need to program the whole machine hall as a production unit or 
system. Therefore they need a loading/unloading station and a master PLC. 
4.2.3 Requirements of PLC course 

The requirements of PLC programming course are almost similar to the automation 
course. The students of this course need a PLC unit to program it and test their tasks 
as an automated production unit. 
4.2.4 Requirements of Mechanical Engineering program 

The students in this program use most CNC machine machines and the materials 
testing machine which was not included in the list of the moved machines. 
4.2.5 Requirements of gymnasium schools 

The requirements of the gymnasium schools are that they want robots, CNC 
machines and an automation system. Their students may have to use more than one 
cell for the tasks. That means their requirements may be similar to the automation 
course in UW, but lower level. 
4.2.6 Requirements of primary schools 

The requirements of the primary schools are that they want to show their students the 
automation system and robots, CNC machines. The students may use a robot, a CNC 
machine or one cell. That means their requirements may be similar to the gymnasium 
schools, but in lower level. 
4.2.7 Requirements of Companies 

The large companies such as Volvo and Saab don’t have time or systems for training. 
Therefore they might also use this machine hall for this purpose. Their requirements 
may summarised with that they may send people to train at the robots and how do 
robots integrated with other machines such as CNC machines or how the robots and 
machines will be integrated to form a flexible system. 
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4.2.8 Requirements of small Companies 

The requirements of the small companies may be less especially they don’t have to use 
a manufacturing system. Yet, they may send people to train at the machines and how 
do machines such as CNC machine integrated with other machines or robots to form 
a flexible cell. 
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5 Components of the manufacturing system 
The operating mode of a manufacturing system depends on; the physical system, the 
manufacturing layout, and the management of the system. The goal of a 
manufacturing system is to manufacture sets of products of different types.  
 
To be completed, a product undergoes a sequence of operations. Each one is 
performed by one or several machines. Performing an operation possibly requires one 
or more tools such as cutting tools, measuring tools and fixing tools.  
 
A manufacturing layout depends on the manufacturing resources available, on the 
products to be manufactured and the customer’s requirements [5]. 
 
The following machines and equipments are going to be included in the new machine 
hall according to UW requirements: 
 

1- IRB-1400 ABB robot. 
2- IRB-1500 ABB robot with a track. 
3- IRB-2400 ABB robot with a track. 
4- CNC lathe machine, Storebro STM 2000 with Seimens 820T (PLC). 
5- CNC tooling model VMC-650 manufactured by JOHNFORD with TNC-
410 controller. 

6- A CNC from another school. 
7- Gantry robot (four axes). 
8- Three PLCs, one for each cell, and a master PLC for the system. 
9- Light Beams. 
10-  Three computers, one for each cell, and a computer for the system. 
11- Pallet rack, Pallets and products. 
12- Tables. 

 
The new machine hall needs a loading/unloading station and since the area is not 
much enough a conveyor or a flex link is proposed to be added to the system for this 
purpose. 
All machines and equipment have been modelled using the software RobCAD during 
this project except for the ABB robots (model of those are included in the Robcad 
installation). 
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6 Transportation 
Transportation systems are in charge of transporting the products from one machine 
to another, or from one machine to a buffer or storage, or from one cell to another. 
The most used transportation systems in the industry are AGVs (Automated Guided 
Vehicles), conveyors, cranes and robots [5].  

6.1 Automated guided Vehicles (AGVs) 

AGVs are very flexible transportation systems. They allow us to transport a product 
from any point of the manufacturing system to any other point, also transport 
products between two different cells [5].  

6.2 Robots 

Robots can be used as transportation system. Different types of robots can be used 
for this task such as 6-axis robots, Cartesian robot (3-axis) or Scara robot.  
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6.3 Conveyors 

Conveyors are usually used to transport heavy products or large and steady flows of 
products. Also conveyors can be used to transport small products. A conveyor can be 
divided into sections. A section is a portion of the conveyor which can carry at most 
one product or one pallet at a time.  
The products or pallets leave the conveyor in the order they enter the conveyor (First-
In-First-Out order or FIFO) [5].  
There are more than one type of conveyors; rolls, belts and chains. Every type can be 
used for different use. 
 
 

Figure 3 a conveyor divided into sections 

6.4 Cranes 

Cranes transport products from one point of the workshop floor to another, ignoring 
physical obstacles. There are two types of crane, namely the one axis cranes and the 
two axis cranes. The two axis cranes transport products from a point of the shop 
floor to any other point. Their models are the same of those of the AGVs [5]. 
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7 Flexible manufacturing cells (FMCs) 
Today two or more CNC machines are considered a Flexible manufacturing cell 
(FMC) and two or more cells are considered a Flexible manufacturing System (FMS). 
The connection of all of the equipments in FMC (manufacturing equipment and 
processing of information) is done through an Ethernet computer network [7].  
 
(FMCs) are computerised production systems that can handle a large and constantly 
changing variety of part types. They consist of a distributed control system and 
manufacturing units that are made to work together concurrently in real time. An 
unmanned FMC can be dangerous, so it is important that the system is designed to be 
dependable, i.e. reliable, correct and safe. Safety is largely a function of reliability and 
integrity, so these properties must feature heavily in the design.  
The major requirements for an FMC are thus: reliable, correct, safe, real time, and 
flexible operation, and communicating, synchronising, concurrent and distributed 
Control [8]. 
 
The manufacturing system in this project consists of four cells, a transportation 
system and a loading/unloading station. The number of cells was decided according 
to the UW requirements because they already have three cells and that will fulfil the 
requirements of many costumers and the requirements of robotics program and 
automation course in UW. Therefore UW doesn’t have to pay more to buy new 
machines at least for several years. 
For these reasons two robots with the tracks will be used with two CNC machines 
and one robot will be used as a separate. The gantry robot will transport the materials 
between the cells. The materials will be put on a pallet, for the gantry robot can’t lift 
the materials without pallets and there will be fixtures on the pallets to fix the 
materials. The materials will be put in a pallet rack in order to transport them to the 
other cells. 
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7.1 Cell 1 

The first cell in this flexible system consists of one ABB IRB1400 robot with an 
external axis, a pallet rack, a computer and a PLC to control the cell. The robot is 
already been modelled. Modelling of the controller, base, fence and the external axis 
have been done. This cell can be used as a separate cell for laboratories and also as a 
part of the whole manufacturing system. The robot may changes the tool then picks 
the materials and translate them to the pallet rack. The pallet rack is divided into three 
parts inputs, outputs and to storage buffer. This cell fulfils the requirements of all the 
users and costumers. It can be used by master program, automation course, 
gymnasium and primary schools and also costumers from other companies for train 
purposes. This cell can also be used with a flex link or a conveyor as a 
loading/unloading station. 
  
 
 IRB-1400 ABB Robot 

Flex link 

Computer 
PLC 

Robot Controller 

External axis 

Figure 4 modeling cell 1 with a conveyor 

Pallet rack 
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7.2 Cell 2 

The second cell in this flexible system consists of one ABB IRB1500 robot with an 
external axis, a pallet rack, a computer, CNC lathe machine, Storebro STM 2000, with 
Seimens 820T (PLC) and a PLC to control the cell. The robot was already been 
modelled. The CNC machine, PLC, robot’s controller and base, fence, light beams 
and the pallet rack have been modelled.  
The robot may transport the materials from the pallet rack and put them in the CNC 
machine, then pick them out and transport them back in to the pallet rack, output 
plats or storage.  
This cell fulfils the requirements of all costumers for; only the CNC machine can be 
used, only the robot can be used or both together as a flexible cell. Also this cell is 
integrated with the whole manufacturing system. For that reason this cell fulfils the 
requirements of different education levels. 
 

Figure 5 modeling of cell 2 

IRB-1500 
ABB robot 
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7.3 Cell 3 

The third cell in this flexible manufacturing system consists of one ABB IRB2400 
robot with an external axis, a pallet rack, a computer, CNC tooling model VMC-650 
manufactured by JOHNFORD with TNC-410 controller and a PLC to control the 
cell. The robot was already been modelled. The CNC machine, PLC, robot’s 
controller and external axis, fence and the pallet rack have been modelled.  
The robot may transport the materials from and to the pallet rack. In cell includes a 
different CNC machine in use and it is also more save that if there are two groups 
using the same cell at the same time; one group uses the robot and the other uses the 
CNC machine.  
 
 

Figure 6 modeling of cell 3 

IRB-2400 
ABB robot 

Robot 
Controller 

PLC 
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7.4 Cell 4 

The fourth cell in the new machine hall will be a CNC machine. This machine will be 
installed by another company and it will be integrated with the system. Therefore it 
will be allowed for UW use this machine. 

7.5 Transportation system between cells 

In this project a 4-axis robot (Gantry robot) has been modelled and used as a 
transportation system. In addition to that the two of the three ABB robots that have 
been used in this project have also been used for transportation. The 4-axis robot 
transports the products between the cells or put them in storage. ABB robot transport 
the products from the pallet rack, where the Gantry robot put the products, to a CNC 
machine and then transport them back after handling to the pallet rack. 
 
The 4-axis robot and its track have been modelled in this project. A complete 
kinematics has been added to the robot in order to simulate it in the manufacturing 
system. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7 model of Gantry robot 
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7.6 Loading/ unloading Station 

In this project two propositions for loading/unloading stations: 
7.6.1 Loading/unloading station 1  

The loading/unloading station consist of two parts; belt conveyor connected to a 
mechanical part, cylinders or roll conveyor, which will transport the products from 
and to the track of Gantry robot. This station will be controlled by a PLC.  
There are two propositions for the kinematics, either the two parts move up and 
down (axis 1 in figure below) to reach the three positions (inputs, outputs, buffer 
storage) of the pallet rack, or only the second part moves in a revolute motion (axis 2 
in figure below) for the same purpose. In addition to that there will be some sensors, 
motors, a gate and two small PLCs one for loading and the other for unloading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 Modelling of loading/unloading station 1 
 
 
 
 

Axis 1 

Axis 2 

Second part 

First part 
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7.6.2 Loading/unloading station 2  
The loading/unloading station will be a part of the first cell. A conveyor will be added 
to cell 1. The IRB1400 ABB robot transports the products from and to the pallet rack 
in the Gantry robot’s track. There are fixtures on the conveyor so the pallets will 
always be placed at the same places. The system consists of some sensors, a motor 
and a PLC. 
 

  
Figure 9 Modelling of loading/unloading station 2 
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7.7 Pallet rack 

The pallet rack consists of three rows as shown in figure below. Each row will be used 
for a specific purpose, i.e. the first row represents the outputs, and the second one 
represents the inputs and the third represents storage. In other words, each cell will 
include one pallet rack. The robots will put the material in the pallet rack according to 
where will it goes. If it will be transported to another cell, it will be put in the first 
row. And if it will be transported to the buffer storage it will be put in the third row. 
The second row of the pallet rack will be used for the input materials to the cells.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10 Modelling of the pallet rack 
 

Output 

Input 

To storage 
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8 Control 
To control a system or a cell which consist of some equipment it needs one or more 
PLCs. PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) is a device that was invented to replace 
the necessary sequential relay circuits for machine control. 
Every cell has its own controller which a PLC. There is also a master PLC to control 
the whole system. 
The PLC works by looking at its inputs and depending upon their state, turning 
on/off its outputs. The user enters a program, usually via software, that gives the 
desired results.  
PLCs are used in many applications. If there is industry present, chances are good that 
there is a PLC present. PLCs are also used in machining, packaging, material handling, 
and automated assembly. Almost any application that needs some type of electrical 
control has a need for a PLC [9]. 
  

8.1 PLC Programming 
The first PLCs were programmed with a technique that was based on relay logic 
wiring schematics. This eliminated the need to teach the electricians, technicians and 
engineers how to program a computer. Yet, this method has stuck and the most 
common technique for programming PLCs today is Ladder Logic.  
There are other methods for programming PLCs such as statement list and function 
block. One of the earliest techniques involved mnemonic instructions. These 
instructions can be derived directly from the ladder logic diagrams and entered into 
the PLC through a simple programming terminal. 
Sequential Function Charts (SFCs) have been developed to accommodate the 
programming of more advanced systems. These are similar to flowcharts, but much 
more powerful. 
The control loop is a continuous cycle of the PLC reading inputs, solving the ladder 
logic, and then changing the outputs. When power is turned on initially the PLC does 
a quick sanity check to ensure that the hardware is working properly. 
If there is a problem the PLC will halt and indicate there is an error. After the inputs 
values are stored in memory the ladder logic will be scanned (solved) using the stored 
values not the current values. This is done to prevent logic problems when inputs 
change during the ladder logic scan [10].  
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8.2 PLC hardware 
The most essential components in a PLC are: 
- Power Supply: This can be built into the PLC or be an external unit. Common 
voltage levels required by the PLC (with and without the power supply) are 24Vdc, 
120Vac, 220Vac. 
- CPU (Central Processing Unit): This is a computer where ladder logic is stored and 
processed. 
- I/O (Input/Output): A number of input/output terminals must be provided so that 
the PLC can monitor the process and initiate actions. 
- Indicator lights - These indicate the status of the PLC including power on, program 
running, and a fault. These are essential when diagnosing problems [10]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11 PLC 
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9 Layout 
Three layouts have been proposed in this project. All the proposed layouts of the 
machine hall were modelled considering that three flexible cells and a CNC machine 
from another company will be included in the flexible manufacturing system.  
After studying some of the users and costumers’ requirements three layouts have been 
proposed to fulfil these requirements. The three layouts are similar to each other 
except the idea and form of the loading/unloading station. The layout that have been 
coming up in this project: 

9.1 Layout 1 

The first layout proposed in this project can be recognized from the figure (12) below. 
In addition to the three cells and transportation system another CNC machine that 
may be placed in the machine hall and used as a separate machine.  
A manual transporting will be used to transport the products to and from the pallet 
rack to this machine. The loading/unloading system used in this layout is the one in 
7.6.1 figure (8) and it has been placed between cells 1 and 2. 

 
 
 

CNC 2 

CNC 1 

Cell 1 

CNC 3 

Cell 2 Cell 3 

Gantry robot 

Loading/Unloading station 

Figure 12 Layout 1 
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9.2 Layout 2 

The second layout proposed in this project can be recognized from the figure below. 
In this layout the loading/unloading station (7.6.2) is used and it was placed with cell 
1 and the ABB robot will transport the products from and to the conveyor. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cell 1 with a 
conveyor 

Cell 2 

Cell 3 

CNC 1 

CNC 2 

CNC 3 

Gantry robot IRB-1500 robot controller 

IRB-2400 robot controller 

PLCs for cell 2 & 3 

Master PLC 

Figure 13 Layout 2 
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9.3 Layout 3 

The third layout proposed in this project can be recognized from the figure below. 
In this layout the loading/unloading station (7.6.2) is used, and it was also placed with 
cell 1, but from the other side so more area will be saved and shorter track for the 
Gantry may be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gantry robot 

 

Cell 1 with a 
conveyor 

Cell 2 

Cell 3 

CNC 1 

CNC 2 

CNC 3 

IRB-1500 robot controller 

IRB-2400 robot controller 

PLCs for cell 2 & 3 

Figure 14 Layout 3 
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10 Simulation 
The third layout has been chosen in this thesis to be simulated. Kinematics has been 
added to model CNC machines, gantry robot and robot’s external axis. 
SOP was used to simulate each cell and also simulate the whole machine hall. In other 
words, the simulation has been done in the cell and factory levels. 
Collisions between the robots, machines and other components have been avoided 
during the simulation of the machine hall.  
 
A pair of lists must be created to use for collision detection. Collision detection is 
accomplished by looking for a collision between each component in one list against 
each component in another list [11].  
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11 Conclusions 
The flexible manufacturing system may consist in general of number of cells and each 
cell consists of several equipments and machines. The layout of the manufacturing 
system depends on many factors among other things the number and types of 
machines, robots, transportation systems, the products to be manufactured and 
costumers’ requirements.  
The existing machine hall in UW will be moved to Innovatum. In this project, the 
machines and equipments that are to be moved have been modelled and three layouts 
have been proposed. The machines and equipments that are to be moved were 
chosen by UW for economic reasons. UW doesn’t need to buy new machines and 
equipments especially theses machines will fulfil the requirements of the users from 
UW and costumers. Yet, the software of the machine hall may be developed by 
buying new software and programs so it will be compatible with the requirements of 
costumers.  
According to the mechanical engineering course requirements the material testing 
machine Z100 is recommended to be added to the list of the moved machines. 
All the cells can be used as separate cells for a specific purpose such as laboratories by 
University West students and costumers from other schools and companies. It can 
also be used as one flexible manufacturing system and in this case the machines will 
be integrated to each other. UW will be allowed to use this machine as a part of the 
whole system. 
The products can be transported from any cell to any other cells according to what 
operation wanted to be done and which products that are needed to produced. 
There are two propositions for the loading/unloading station. Loading/unloading 
station 2 is easiest to apply because it is already exist, so UW doesn’t need to pay more 
money for this reason. 
Layout 3 may considered as better from the others because more area will be saved 
for the loading/unloading station which will be a part of cell 1 and also a shorter track 
for the Gantry robot will be used. And that will give the required area to the material 
testing machine. 
In Robcad it is not recommended to use SOP to simulate a machine hall for that will 
need so much operation. Therefore, TDL (Robcad programming language) is 
recommended for this purpose. 
The area which specified to the new machine hall in Innovatum is not much enough 
to put all the machines that are already exist in the present machine hall so more area 
is needed because there must be other equipments. Yet, layout three solves this 
problem because more area can be used to the other equipments. 

CNC 3 
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12 Recommendation to further work 
Study the control of the whole machine hole theoretical and practical, and that can be 
done through more studying about PLC programming, which PLCs are used and how 
can it be programmed. How PLCs are connected together through a master PLC.  
The more advanced PLC programs the more costumers will be attracted to use the 
machine hall. 
Also more studying is recommended about the loading/unloading station. 
More contact with the other companies and schools to study more about their 
requirements to be able to satisfy them before installing the machines in the new 
machine hall.  
It is also important to try finding more costumers. 
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A.  Modelled Equipment 
1. Controller of IRB-1400 ABB robot   
 

 
 
2. Controller of IRB-1500 ABB robot 
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3. Controller of IRB-2400 ABB robot 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. CNC lathe machine, Storebro STM 2000 with Seimens 820T (PLC). 
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5. CNC tooling model VMC-650 manufactured by JOHNFORD with TNC-410 

controller. 
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6. Gantry (4-axis robot) 
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7. Conveyor or flex link 
7.1 Conveyor 1 

 

7.2 Conveyor 2 (flex link) 
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8. External axis for IRB-1400 ABB robot. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Track for IRB-1500 ABB robot. 
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10. Track for IRB-1400 ABB robot. 
 
 
 

11. Track for Gantry robot. 
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12. Light Beams 
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13. Computers 
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14. Stools 
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B. The materials testing machine Z100 
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C. Layout of cells: 
B.1-1- Layout of cell 1: 
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B.1-2- Layout of cell 1 with the flex link: 
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B.2- Layout of cell 2: 
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B.3- Layout of cell 3: 
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D. Layout of FMS: 
C.1- Layout 1: 
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C.2- Layout 2: 
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C.3- Layout 3: 
 


